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A B S T R A C T 

While it is well established that supermassive black holes (SMBHs) coevolve with their host galaxy, it is currently less clear how 

lower-mass black holes, so-called intermediate-mass black holes (IMBHs), evolve within their dwarf galaxy hosts. In this paper, 
we present results on the evolution of a large sample of IMBHs from the NEWHORIZON zoom volume, which has a radius of 10 

comoving Mpc. We show that occupation fractions of IMBHs in dwarf galaxies are at least 50 per cent for galaxies with stellar 
masses down to 10 

6 M �, but BH growth is very limited in dwarf galaxies. In NEWHORIZON , IMBHs growth is somewhat more 
efficient at high redshift z = 3 but in general, IMBHs do not grow significantly until their host galaxy leaves the dwarf regime. 
As a result, NEWHORIZON underpredicts observed AGN luminosity function and AGN fractions. We show that the difficulties of 
IMBHs to remain attached to the centres of their host galaxies plays an important role in limiting their mass growth, and that 
this dynamic evolution away from galactic centres becomes stronger at lower redshift. 

Key words: black hole physics – methods: numerical – galaxies: dwarf. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

upermassive black holes (SMBHs) with masses of M BH > 10 7 M �
r abo v e, are well known to tightly correlate with properties of
heir host galaxy, such as the stellar bulge mass and the stellar
elocity dispersion (see Kormendy & Ho 2013 , for a re vie w.). While
hese correlations are firmly established observationally for SMBHs,
ittle data are available for black holes (BHs) in the intermediate
H mass range 10 4 < M BH < 10 6 M �, so-called intermediate-mass
lack holes (IMBHs, in the following the acronym ‘BHs’ refers
o black holes of all masses). If extrapolations of the correlations
nto the intermediate-mass regime hold, such IMBHs could play
he same role in dwarf galaxies that SMBHs play in massive
alaxies. 

IMBHs, and their potential role in shaping dwarf galaxies, is less
ell understood from both a simulation and an observation point
f vie w. Observ ationally, the inherently lower luminosity of IMBHs
ue to their low BH masses make them difficult to detect and to
istinguish from star formation (see Greene, Strader & Ho 2019 ,
or a re vie w). From a theoretical point of view, the high resolution
equired to resolve the internal structure of simulated dwarf galaxies
eans they are often unresolved in large scale galaxy evolution
 E-mail: ricarda.beckmann@ast.cam.ac.uk 
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imulations, which can therefore not be used to study the coevolution
f IMBHs and their host galaxies (Haidar et al. 2022 ). Instead,
pecific simulations targeting the dwarf galaxy regime are required
o study such galaxies and their central BHs. 

Over the last decade, great progress has been made to expand
he sample of observed IMBHs, as has been summarized in the
ecent re vie ws by Greene et al. ( 2019 ) and Mezcua ( 2017 ). There
re two main methods for detecting IMBHs: kinematical studies
etect BHs via the impact of their gravitational potential on host
alaxy stars. This technique makes it possible to detect quiescent
Hs and to directly measure the BH mass, but is limited to nearby
alaxies. Alternatively, IMBHs can be detected when accreting as
ctive galactic nuclei (AGN) in a variety of wavelengths: in the optical
Mezcua et al. 2018 ; Manzano-King & Canalizo 2020 ; Mezcua &
 ́anchez 2020 ; Molina et al. 2021 ), the X-ray (Chilingarian et al.
018 ; Latimer et al. 2021 ; Toptun et al. 2022 ), the radio (Reines
t al. 2019 ; Yang et al. 2020 ; Davis et al. 2022 ) or the infrared
Lupi, Sbarrato & Carniani 2020 ) to highlight a few recent studies.
ther recent detection methods being explored are gamma-ray bursts
otentially lensed by an IMBH (Paynter, Webster & Thrane 2021 ),
hort-term variability (Shin et al. 2022 ). In the future, gravitational
ave observations will provide another opportunity to detect IMBHs

Sesana et al. 2005 ; Gair et al. 2011 ; Amaro-Seoane 2018 ; Bellovary
t al. 2018 ; Ricarte & Natarajan 2018 ; Katz et al. 2020 ; Valiante et al.
021 ; De Cun, Bellovary & Katz 2023 ). The sample of IMBHs in
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warf galaxies is therefore very much still in the process of being
ssembled, and it is e xpected to e xpand significantly in coming years.

Observational surv e ys to date have shown that AGN fractions in
warf galaxies are typically observed to be in the range of 0.1–
 per cent (Reines, Greene & Geha 2013 ; Pardo et al. 2016 ; Aird,
oil & Georgakakis 2018 ; Wylezalek et al. 2018 ; Birchall, Watson &
ird 2020 ; Mezcua & S ́anchez 2020 ; Latimer et al. 2021 ) but may
e as high as 30 per cent (Dickey et al. 2019 ; Kaviraj, Martin & Silk
019 ; Davis et al. 2022 ) and depend strongly on the AGN selection
ethod (Greene et al. 2019 ; Lupi et al. 2020 ; Mezcua & S ́anchez

020 ) and the observational proxy for BH mass (Gallo & Sesana
019 ) chosen. Firm IMBH mass detections are only available for
 small sample of objects, and even fewer also have kinematics 
easurements of the host galaxy. For those that have both, evidence 

s mounting that the M BH –σ relation shows no evidence of a break in
lope in the dwarf galaxy regime (Greene et al. 2019 ; Nguyen et al.
019 ; Baldassare et al. 2020 ). This lack of break has been argued to
e a sign that IMBHs in dwarf galaxies regulate the evolution of their
ost galaxy through feedback in the same way that massive galaxies 
re regulated by SMBHs (King & Nealon 2021 ). Further evidence 
or the theory of IMBH-regulated dwarf galaxies comes from studies 
f gas kinematics in dwarf that show significantly more disturbed 
orphologies for those with AGN than those without (Manzano- 
ing & Canalizo 2020 ). 
In simulations, our current picture of the coevolution between 

H and host galaxy is more mixed: some show a break in the
orrelations around the transition from dwarf galaxy to massive 
alaxy (Sharma et al. 2019 ; Koudmani, Henden & Sijacki 2021 ),
hile others merely find an increase in scatter and no break (Barai &
e Gouveia Dal Pino 2019 ; Ricarte et al. 2019 ; Sharma et al. 2022 ).
s many groups find that the growth of BHs in low-mass galaxies

s regulated by supernova (SN) feedback (Dubois et al. 2015 ; Bower
t al. 2016 ; Angl ́es-Alc ́azar et al. 2017 ; Habouzit, Volonteri &
ubois 2017 ; Trebitsch et al. 2018 ), whether BHs are o v ermassiv e
r undermassive in comparison to the correlation depends strongly 
n how both supernova feedback and BH accretion and feedback 
re modelled (Koudmani, Sijacki & Smith 2022 ). With current SN 

eedback models, BH growth in dwarf galaxies is restricted mostly 
o high redshift (Barai & de Gouveia Dal Pino 2019 ; Koudmani et al.
021 ) but recent evidence from simulations suggests AGN feedback 
n dwarf galaxies might continue to impact both star formation and 
alactic outflows with with strong SN feedback (Koudmani et al. 
019 ; Nelson et al. 2019 ) and that a wider variety of feedback models
an lead to AGN feedback playing an even more important role in the
volution of dwarf galaxies (Koudmani et al. 2022 ). Analytic models 
lso argue that the fraction of active BHs in dwarf galaxies could be
igher than currently observed in X-ray samples (Pacucci, Mezcua & 

egan 2021 ). On the other hand, widespread growth of IMBHs in
w arf galaxies w ould lead to an o v erproduction of faint AGN in
ension with the observed AGN luminosity function (Habouzit et al. 
017 ; Tillman et al. 2022 ). 
Both observations (Mezcua & S ́anchez 2020 ) and simulations 

Bellovary et al. 2018 , 2021 ) frequently show IMBHs in galaxies
hat are not located at the centre of the galaxy. The discussion around
he reason for this phenomenon is ongoing, but is likely linked to
he evolution history of the host galaxy. Boldrini, Mohayaee & Silk 
 2020 ) use isolated haloes to show that DM subhaloes falling onto
warf galaxies can displace the central IMBH by 100 pc or more,
hile Bellovary et al. ( 2021 ) show that the off-centre location in

heir sample of dwarf galaxies in a cosmological environment is due 
o mergers. While there generally is a large ‘hidden’ population of
Hs in dwarf galaxies which are not suf ficient acti ve to be observable
Volonteri & Natarajan 2009 ), the percentage of hidden BHs that are
ff-centre is particularly high (Sharma et al. 2022 ). 
In this paper, we present the sample of IMBHs in dwarf galaxies,

hich are here defined to have a mass of M dwarf = 3 × 10 9 M �, in
he NEWHORIZON simulation 1 (Dubois et al. 2021 ). NEWHORIZON is 
 cosmological zoom simulation of an average density volume of the
niverse that has sufficiently high resolution to resolve galaxies down 
o a stellar mass of 10 6 M �. We use this sample to study correlations
nd population statistics of IMBHs and their dwarf galaxy hosts to
xpand our understanding of the coevolution of massive galaxies and 
heir BHs into the dwarf galaxy regime. The paper is structured as
ollows: the simulation set-up is briefly recapped in Section 2 . BH
ass evolution is discussed in Section 3.1 , BH occupation ratios are

hown in Section 3.2 and mass functions are discussed in Section 3.3 .
he detectability of BHs is discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 , while

he distribution of IMBHs within their host galaxies is analysed in
ection 3.6 . Section 4 summarizes the paper. 

 SI MULATI ON  

EWHORIZON is a high-resolution resimulation of an average spher- 
cal subvolume with a radius of 10 comoving Mpc of the HORIZON-
GN simulation (Dubois et al. 2014b ). NEWHORIZON has been 
resented in detail in (Dubois et al. 2021 ). NEWHORIZON was run
ntil z = 0.25. 
The simulation assumes a � CDM cosmology consistent with 
MAP-7 data (Komatsu et al. 2011 ) with a dark energy density �� 

=
.728, baryon density �b = 0.045, total matter density �m 

= 0.272, a
ubble constant of H 0 = 70 . 4 km s −1 mpc −1 , and an amplitude of the
atter power spectrum and power-la w inde x of the primordial power

pectrum of σ 8 = 0.81 and n s = 0.967, respectively. A high-resolution 
egion of radius of 10 comoving Mpc with a DM mass resolution of
 . 2 × 10 6 M � is embedded within the 142 a side comoving Mpc box
f HORIZON-AGN . 
All simulations within the HORIZON suite were performed using 

AMSES (Teyssier 2002 ), using a second-order unsplit Godunov 
cheme for solving the Euler equations, and an HLLC Riemann 
olver with a MinMod Total Variation Diminishing scheme to 
econstruct interpolated variables. In NEWHORIZON , refinement pro- 
eeds according to a quasi-Lagrangian scheme up to a maximum 

esolution of 34pc at z = 0, where a cell is refined if its mass
xceeds 8 times the initial mass resolution. The minimum cell size
s kept approximately constant throughout by adding an extra level 
f refinement at expansion factor a exp = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8. This
s supplemented with a super-Lagrangian refinement criterion that 
nforces refinement of cells whose size is smaller than one Jeans
ength wherever the gas number density is larger than 5 H cm 

−3 . 
The gas follows an equation of state for an ideal monoatomic

as with an adiabatic index of γ ad = 5/3. Gas cooling is modelled
sing cooling curves from Sutherland & Dopita ( 1993 ) down to
0 4 K, assuming equilibrium chemistry. Heating from a uniform UV 

ackground takes place after redshift z reion = 10 following Haardt &
adau ( 1996 ). 
Star formation occurs in cells whose hydrogen gas number 

ensity exceeds n 0 = 10 H cm 

−3 following a thermoturbulent sub-
rid algorithm in combination with a Schmidt law (Kimm et al.
017 ; Trebitsch et al. 2017 , 2021 ). The stellar mass resolution is
 . 3 × 10 4 M �, and stars are assumed to have a Chabrier (Chabrier
005 ) initial mass function with cutoffs at 0.1 and 150 M �. Stellar
MNRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
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eedback is modelled following Kimm et al. ( 2015 ), which separately
racks the momentum and energy conserving phase of the explosion,
hich reproduces the stellar-mass-to-halo-mass relation in dwarfs

Dubois et al. 2021 ). 
New BHs are formed in any cell in which the gas and stellar

ensity exceeds the threshold for star formation, which has a stellar
elocity dispersion of more than 20 kms −1 and that is located more
han 50 kpc from any existing BH. Each BH is formed with a mass
f M BH , 0 = 10 4 M � and an initial spin of a = 0. We note that this
s slightly below the stellar mass resolution of 1 . 3 × 10 4 M � which
ight have important consequences for how well the dynamics of BH

ear their seed mass is resolved in NEWHORIZON . To a v oid spurious
otions of BHs due to finite force resolution effects, we include an

xplicit drag force of the gas onto the BH, following Ostriker ( 1999 ).
wo BH particles are allowed to merge into a single BH particle when

hey get closer than 4 � x ( ∼150 pc) and when the relativ e v elocity of
he pair is smaller than the escape velocity of the binary. A detailed
nalysis of BH mergers in NEWHORIZON is presented in Volonteri
t al. ( 2020 ). 

BHs grow through unboosted Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton accretion 

˙
 BHL = 

4 π ( GM BH ) 2 ρ

( c 2 s + v 2 rel ) 3 / 2 
, (1) 

here ρ, c s and v rel are the local mass-weighted, kernel-weighted
as density, sound speed and relativ e v elocity between gas and BH.
he accretion rate is capped at the BH’s Eddington rate Ṁ Edd , which

s calculated using the spin-dependent radiative efficiency ε r 

 r = f att ( 1 − E isco ) = f att 

(
1 −

√ 

1 − 2 / (3 r isco ) 
)

, (2) 

here r isco = R isco / R g is the radius of the innermost stable circular
rbit (ISCO) in reduced units and R g is half the Schwarzschild radius
f the BH. R isco depends on spin a . For the radio mode, the radiative
fficiency used in the ef fecti ve gro wth of the BH is attenuated by
 factor f att = min ( χ / χ trans , 1) following Benson & Babul ( 2009 ),
here χ is the Eddington ratio. 
During accretion, a fraction of the accreted energy is returned

o the gas in one of two AGN feedback modes: 1. A quasar
ode at Eddington ratios χ > 0.01, in which energy is injected

sotropically around the BH as thermal energy using a fixed efficiency
f 15 per cent 2. A jet mode at Eddington ratios χ < 0.01, in which
nergy is injected as kinetic energy in bipolar jets aligned with the
H’s spin axis using a spin-dependent efficiency that is higher for
igh spin values (see Dubois et al. 2021 , for details). 
BH spin is followed on-the-fly in the simulation, taking into

ccount the angular momentum of accreted gas, BH–BH mergers
nd BH spindown during jet mode feedback. The BH spin model is
resented in detail in Dubois et al. ( 2014a ). When the BH is accreting
ith an Eddington fraction χ > 0.01, BHs are either spun up or
own depending on whether the angular momentum of the accreted
as feeds an aligned or misaligned subgrid disc (King et al. 2005 ).
or accretion at lo wer luminosity, the BH-dri ven jets are assumed

o be powered by energy extraction from BH rotation (Blandford &
najek 1977 ), and as a consequence, the BH spin magnitude can
nly decrease. During mergers, the spin of the remnant is calculated
ccording to the spin of the initial BHs, and the angular momentum
f the binary, according to Rezzolla et al. ( 2008 ). 
All physics included in NEWHORIZON are described in further

etail in (Dubois et al. 2021 ). The spin evolution of black holes
n NEWHORIZON is analysed in a companion publication (Beckmann
t al. in preparation). 
NRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
.1 Black hole and galaxy catalogue 

he sample of BHs discussed in this paper includes all BHs contained
ithin NEWHORIZON that are associated with a host galaxy from the
alaxy catalogue, which in turn has to be associated with a host halo
rom the halo catalogue. 

The DM halo catalogue consists of all uncontaminated DM haloes
dentified by the structure-finding algorithm HOP Eisenstein & Hut
 1998 ). A halo is considered uncontaminated if all DM particles
ontained within it originate from the zoom region, i.e. are at the
aximum DM mass resolution. 
Galaxies are identified using HOP applied to the star particles of

he simulation. The galaxy consists of all galaxies flagged as level
 (i.e. main or central structure for a given DM halo), or that have
 stellar mass abo v e 10 8 M � if they are satellites. Galaxies are only
ncluded in the galaxy catalogue if they are located within the central
.1 virial radii of a halo contained in the halo catalogue. The centres of
alaxies and haloes are identified using an iterative shrinking-sphere
pproach (Power et al. 2003 ). 

To identify BHs with their host galaxy, we cycle over all galaxies
n the catalogue from most to least massive, and for each galaxy
dentify the most massive BH to be contained within two ef fecti ve
adii of the galaxy’s centre. Galaxy ef fecti ve radii are defined to be
he geometric mean of the half-mass radius of the projected stellar
ensities along each of the Cartesian axis. This BH is flagged as
he galaxy’s main BH and remo v ed from the sample of unallocated
alaxies. We then repeat the loop o v er all galaxies from most to least
assive, identifying all as-of-yet unallocated BHs contained within
 ef fecti ve radii of the galaxy as secondary BHs of that galaxy. A
alaxy can contain multiple BHs, but a BH can only be associated
ith a single galaxy. The full sample of BHs discussed in this paper

ontains all BHs associated with host galaxies. BHs contained in
ontaminated galaxies and haloes, and ‘wandering’ BHs that are far
rom the luminous part of any galaxy are excluded from the sample.
he distribution of main BH in and around galaxies for the central

egion of the box at z = 2 can be seen in Fig. 1 . 

 RESULTS  

.1 Black hole–galaxy correlations 

s can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 2 , BHs in dwarf galaxies
 M star < M dwarf = 3 × 10 9 M �) in NEWHORIZON grow little beyond
heir seed mass of 10 4 M � by z = 0.25. It is only once their host galaxy
eaves the dwarf regime that main BHs grow efficiently onto the
bserved M star –M BH correlation. Secondary BHs continue to struggle
o grow beyond 10 5 M �. As a result, the M BH –M star relation shows a
lear break in slope around M dwarf . 

In the bottom panel of Fig. 2 , we study in more detail how efficient
Hs in dwarf galaxies grow o v er time by plotting M BH, acc , the
ccreted mass. M BH, acc is the mass of each BH gained through gas
ccretion alone. It is found by taking the fiducial BH mass, M BH and
ubtracting both the seed mass M BH , 0 = 10 4 M � as well as any mass
ained through BH–BH mergers. As can be seen by the slope α of the
inear fit to M BH, acc versus M star (solid lines), BHs in more massive
warf galaxies do gro w some what more than in low-mass dwarfs,
ut the slope of this trend is much shallower than for main BHs in
assi ve galaxies. It is, ho we ver, very similar to that for secondary
Hs in galaxies of all stellar masses. We caution that while the BH

eed mass M BH, 0 is no longer included in M BH, acc , the distribution
f M BH, acc still depends on M BH, 0 as the BH accretion rate depends
xplicitly on the instantaneous BH mass at any given point in time
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Figure 1. Stellar density projection of the central region of NEWHORIZON at z = 2. With a radius of 10 comoving Mpc for the total zoom region (equi v alent to 
3.3 Mpc at z = 2), only a small fraction of the simulated volume and sample of galaxies is shown here. 
Main BHs are o v erplotted in white, while secondary BHs are shown in grey. 
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see equation 1 ). If we had decided to set M BH, 0 to a higher value
nitially, our BH would have grown faster than a BH with lower
 BH, 0 in the same environment. 
This change in slope is different to tentative observational con- 

lusions, which show no evidence so far for a break in slope in
he M BH –M star relation during the transition from dwarf to massive 
alaxy (see Greene et al. 2019 , for a re vie w), and observ ational data
oints plotted for comparison in Fig. 2 . The lack of change in slope
ould be due to an observational bias, as o v ermassiv e BHs are easier
o observe for a given galaxy stellar mass than undermassive ones. 
o such bias exists in simulations, which could potentially skew the 

omparison. 
Alternati vely, BH gro wth in galaxies in NEWHORIZON might be 

rtificially suppressed due to an AGN feedback efficiency that could 
ave been set too high, as the BH feedback efficiency controls 
he normalization of the correlations between BH and their host 
alaxy properties Dubois et al. ( 2012 ). Evidence for this hypothesis
omes from both the M BH –M star relation (top panel, Fig. 2 ) and the
 BH –σ relation (top panel, Fig. 3 ) where BHs in NEWHORIZON fall

onsistently below observational values and fits. The bottom panel 
f Fig. 3 confirms that this is not due to the fact that stellar velocity
ispersions σ are systematically o v erestimated in NEWHORIZON , as 
alaxies at this redshift fall within observational constraints. While 
Hs seem to fall on the observed M BH –σ relation at the low-mass
nd, we caution that the mass of any BH that has not grown by at
east an order of magnitude is likely to still be dominated by the
umerical seed mass. 
Another possible explanation for the lack of BH growth in 
EWHORIZON is due to the position of BHs in galaxies. It is suspicious

hat the slope of the M BH, acc –M star relation is very similar for main
H in dwarf galaxies and secondary BH in massive galaxies, which
ould suggest that BH in dwarf galaxies fail to grow as they are
nsufficiently close to the centre of their host galaxy. This effect
n NEWHORIZON might be enhanced due to the similarity of the
H seed mass, M BH , 0 = 10 4 M �, and the stellar mass resolution of
 . 3 × 10 4 M �, which leads to artificial scattering of BH trajectories
y interactions with the stellar particles although this two-body effect 
s somewhat mitigated by the multigrid gravity solver. We explore 
he spatial distribution of BH, and its impact on BH growth, further
n Section 3.6 . 

Whether the break in the M BH –M star relation is real remains an
pen question. With its lower seed mass of 10 4 M �, an order of
agnitude lower than previous simulations of dwarf galaxies (see 

.g. Koudmani et al. 2021 ; Sharma et al. 2022 , who used a seed mass
f 10 5 M �) and two orders of magnitude lower than the typical
eed masses of 10 6 M � of large-scale cosmological simulations 
see Haidar et al. 2022 , for a comparison of different simulations),
EWHORIZON probes the coevolution between IMBHs and dwarf 
alaxies for a larger range of galaxy masses. Using a seed mass
f 10 6 M �, Koudmani et al. ( 2021 ) find tentative evidence for a
attening of the M BH –M star relation, while Sharma et al. ( 2022 ) do
ot, but instead discuss that this could be an artifact of their high
eed mass, which artificially boosts accretion onto o v ermassiv e BHs
n galaxies. 
MNRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
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Figure 2. Correlations between mass and host galaxy properties at z = 

0.25: [Top] galaxy stellar mass versus BH mass M BH for all main BHs. The 
grey distribution shows that stacked sample at all redshifts. [Bottom] Galaxy 
stellar mass versus accereted BH mass M BH, acc for all BHs. Shown on both 
plots for comparison are observational data from Reines & Volonteri ( 2015 ) 
(RV15, green triangles), Baron & M ́enard ( 2019 ) (BM19, brown contours), 
and Greene et al. ( 2019 ) (Greene19, blue markers and limits).The same 
observ ations are sho wn on both panels. α denotes the slope of the fits for each 
population of BHs. Error bars for RV15 are omitted for clarity. Galaxies left 
of the dotted black line are considered dwarf galaxies. 
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Figure 3. [Top] BH mass versus stellar velocity dispersion σ , for all galaxies 
with a stellar mass abo v e 10 8 M � at z = 0.25. Observations shown are from 

Greene et al. ( 2019 ) (Greene19, blue markers and shaded region), Baldassare 
et al. ( 2020 ) (Baldassare20, green crosses) and Kormendy & Ho ( 2013 ) 
(KH13, purple markers and shaded re gion). [Bottom] F aber-Jackson relation 
for redshift z = 0.15. Shown for comparison are observational fits from from 

Cappellari et al. ( 2013 ); Barat et al. ( 2019 ) and Oh et al. ( 2020 ). 
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In the rest of the paper, we will explore what drives the (lack of)
ass growth of BHs in dwarf galaxies, quantify whether the ob-

ervable population of IMBHs in NEWHORIZON reproduces observed
GN in dwarf galaxies, and how the population of observable IMBHs

n dwarf galaxies compares to the full sample. 

.2 Occupation fractions 

ne key question to understand the population of IMBHs in dwarf
alaxies is how many dwarf galaxies contain a main BH. There are
everal ways to measure occupation fractions, as illustrated by the
ifferent panels in Fig. 4 (as a function of galaxy mass). The top
NRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
anel shows the fraction of galaxies (haloes) that contain at least one
H, the second panel takes BH multiplicity into account and shows

he average number of BH per galaxy (halo), while the third panel
enotes the fraction of galaxies that contain two or more BHs. In this
ection, we discuss occupation fractions of galaxies and haloes which
easure the presence of BHs in a given galaxy or halo, regardless of

heir luminosity. For the fraction of active BHs (AGN fractions), see
ection 3.5 . 
As already seen in the M BH –M star relation in Fig. 2 , BHs are

ormed in galaxies with stellar masses as low as M star = 10 6 M �. As
an be seen in Fig. 4 occupation fractions for galaxies and haloes
all with decreasing galaxy (halo) mass but remain significant across
he dwarf galaxies, with even the lowest mass galaxies having a

inimum occupation fraction of f occ > 0 . 37. There is little redshift
volution for all BHs across the mass range, with 57 per cent of
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Figure 4. Fraction of galaxies that contain at least one BH [top], average 
number of BHs per galaxy [middle] and fraction of galaxies with multiple 
BHs [bottom] as a function of galaxy mass M star . A white background denotes 
dwarf galaxies. Solid lines on the top panel denote a fit of equation ( 3 ), with 
free parameters at each redshift listed in Table 1 . Dashed lines connect data 
points. Error bars show are Poisson errors. 
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Table 1. Fitting parameters for f occ from equation 
( 3 ). Fits are shown in the top panel of Fig. 4 as 
solid lines. 

z α M 

′ 
ε

z = 0.25 0.43 8.9 39.3 
z = 1 0.48 8.67 26.43 
z = 2 0.52 8.78 29.49 
z = 3 0.46 8.55 33.75 
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warf galaxies containing at least one BH at z = 3, in comparison
o 54 per cent at z = 0.25. Multiple occupation of galaxies is fairly
ommon for massive dwarfs (with more than 26 per cent of dwarf
alaxies with M star > 10 8 M � hosting more than one BH at z = 0.25),
ut becomes increasingly uncommon at lower galaxy stellar mass. 
he lack of growth of IMBHs in dwarf galaxies is therefore not due

o low number statistics. NEWHORIZON contains 376 BHs distributed 
cross 308 dwarf galaxies, out of a total of 552 dwarf galaxies at z =
.25. 
In comparison to Sharma et al. ( 2022 ), who use the Romulus25
imulation to study the population of BHs in dwarf galaxies, 
e also report a sharp decline in the occupation fraction with
alaxy stellar mass at low redshift. At higher redshift, ho we ver,
ccupation fractions in NEWHORIZON are considerably flatter that 
n Romulus25. This could be due to the lower stellar mass resolu-
ion in NEWHORIZON (1 . 3 × 10 4 M �) in comparison to Romulus25
2 . 1 × 10 5 M �), and the corresponding lower seed mass (10 4 M �
n NEWHORIZON in comparison to 10 6 M � for Romulus25), which 
llows the coevolution of a given galaxy and its BH to be followed
rom earlier on in its evolution. As the intrinsic occupation fraction
annot be observed, we defer a comparison to observations to the
raction of active BHs in Section 3.5 . 

For ease of comparison to other data sets, the fraction of occupied
alaxies has been fit with a function of the form 

 ( M) = 1 − α

1 + 

(
log ( M) 

M 

′ 

)ε , (3) 

here M is the galaxy stellar mass M star , and the free parameters of
he fit α, ε, and M 

′ 
are listed in Table 1 for each redshift and both

alaxy samples. Similar fits for halo occupation fractions are found 
n Appendix A . 

.3 Black hole mass functions 

ne consequence of the efficient seeding and lo w BH gro wth in
warf galaxies is that there is a large number of BHs at or near
he seed mass. As a result, the BH mass function shown in Fig. 5
teepens strongly at low BH masses at all redshifts, in comparison
o predictions based on observed galaxy stellar mass function (grey 
nd black lines from Gallo & Sesana 2019 and Greene et al. 2019 ,
espectiv ely). Ev en when restricting our BH sample to more readily
bservable objects, by taking only main BHs of galaxies with stellar
asses abo v e 10 8 M � into account (solid line), our BH mass functions

emain very high for BHs below 10 5 M �. This is due to a combination
f an efficient seeding algorithm, which creates high occupation 
ractions of BHs in low mass galaxies, and lack of sustained growth
f the BH. 
Conversely, NEWHORIZON underpredicts the number of more 
assive BHs, i.e. falls below observational limits for M BH > 10 5 M �,

uggesting that despite ample seeding, BHs struggle to grow beyond 
heir seed masses in the environment probed here. We note that due to
ur comparatively small simulation volume combined with the fact 
hat NEWHORIZON probes an average volume rather than an o v erdense
ne, number statistics for massive galaxies and their high mass BH
re poor, and error bars therefore comparatively large. We observe 
o clear evolution of the BH mass function with redshift for the mass
ins probed at a given redshift, with the only evolution coming from
Hs growing to a more massive regime over time. 
MNRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the mass function of main BHs with redshift. Shown 
in comparison are fits based on observations from Gallo & Sesana ( 2019 ) 
(black dotted) and Greene et al. ( 2019 )(grey shaded). The two models for 
Greene et al. ( 2019 ) are derived using a linear occupation fraction (light grey) 
and a nuclear cluster occupation fraction (dark gre y), respectiv ely. BH mass 
functions are annotated with Poisson error bars. Solid lines include main BHs 
of galaxies with a stellar mass abo v e 10 8 M �, while dotted lines include all 
main BHs. 
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.4 Black holes in dwarf galaxies as AGN 

s can be seen in Fig. 6 , the ability of BHs to accrete effec-
ively in dwarf galaxies, and the associated luminosity of AGN in
warf galaxies, evolves strongly with redshift. In this section, we
ifferentiate between the instantaneous bolometric luminosity of
 BH, L BH, bol , measured at the target redshift, a mean bolometric
uminosity of a BH, L BH, bol, mean , which is calculated by taking the
ean of log ( L BH, bol ) for all values within �t ± 100 Myr around

he target redshift, and a peak bolometric luminosity, L BH, bol, peak 

hich is defined to be the maximum luminosity of a BH within
t ± 100 Myr around the target redshift. We used the BH spin-based

adiati ve ef ficiencies to compute the BH luminosities, as detailed in
ubois et al. ( 2021 ). As shown in the companion paper on BH

pin for NEWHORIZON BHs (Beckmann et al. in preparation), spin-
ased radiati ve ef ficiencies do modulate the bolometric luminosity
or individual BHs by up to a factor of ∼3, b ut ha ve on a verage little
mpact on the distribution of luminosities for the whole population.
his increased feedback efficiency, and consequent reduced mass
rowth of BHs, could explain why all main BHs in massive galaxies
re found at the lower end of observations. 

At high redshift, there is a wide range of accretion efficiencies
cross the sample of BHs. The most efficiently accreting BH growth
ith time-average Eddington ratios f Edd , mean = L̄ BH , bol , mean /L Edd >

 . 1 but such BH are rare as the majority of the sample grow so
nefficiently that their mass growth is negligible: 76.6 per cent have
n f Edd ≤ 3 × 10 −3 , i.e. a mass growth time-scale greater than the
ubble time and a luminosity far too faint to be detectable in AGN

urv e ys. Ho we ver, e ven among lo w accretors, brief accretion spikes
ith significantly higher luminosities are common: 23.6 per cent of
Hs at z = 3 have peak luminosities of f edd, peak > 0.1, compared to
nly 1.3 per cent of the sample whose f edd, mean is that high. If such
ccretion spikes leave a longer-lasting signal, they might enhance the
bservability of high-redshift BH. 
With decreasing redshift, BH activity decreases markedly. At z =

.25, no BH in a dwarf galaxy has a mean Eddington fraction larger
NRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
han f Edd = 10 −4 which translates an ef fecti ve minimum Salpeter
ime of 450 Gyr: by z = 0.25, growth for BHs in dwarf galaxies
as ef fecti vely stopped in NEWHORIZON . It is well known that BH
ro wth slo ws do wn o v er time (Dubois et al. 2012 ; Volonteri et al.
016 ; Habouzit et al. 2022 ). Ho we ver, there is growing evidence that
H growth in simulated dwarf galaxies slows down even faster than

he slo wdo wn in stellar mass gro wth, as similar trends to those in
EWHORIZON are also found in other simulations of IMBHs in dwarf
alaxies, (Barai & de Gouveia Dal Pino 2019 ; Koudmani et al. 2021 ;
harma et al. 2022 ), who all concluded that AGN activity in dwarf
alaxies decreases strongly with redshift. A question that remains
o be addressed is if, statistically, BH growth in simulated dwarf
alaxies slows down faster than for more massive galaxies. 

As can be seen by the colour-coding of data points in Fig. 6 , the
ocation of BHs plays a role in their decreased activity at low redshift:
f ficiently gro wing BHs are on av erage v ery close to the centre of
heir host galaxies, while the accretion efficiency of those further out
rops markedly. We discuss the impact of BH location within their
ost galaxy further in Section 3.6 . 
Despite their low average growth rates, BHs continue to see brief

ursts of activity even at low redshift, as can be seen by the peak
uminosities plotted in the lower two panels of Fig. 6 , which can be

ore than an order of magnitude higher than the mean luminosity.
s a result, the bolometric luminosity functions in Fig. 7 do not drop

o zero even at low redshift. At each redshift in Fig. 7 , luminosities
lotted are derived from a stacked sample of L BH, bol within � t =
100 Myr of the target redshift, to account for the variation in AGN

uminosity. Results do not depend sensitively on the choice of � t .
uminosity functions are shown for both the sample of all galaxies in
EWHORIZON , and for dwarf galaxies only. Due to the mass evolution
f galaxies o v er time, the two samples are indistinguishable at high
edshift ( z ≥ 2) except at the very bright end, but the decrease
n AGN activity for BHs in dwarf galaxies can be clearly seen at
 ≤ 1. 

At high redshift, the luminosity function shows a clear peak
round 10 42 erg s −1 , which is approximately equal to the Eddington
uminosity for our seed BHs. The peak in the luminosity function
t this luminosity shows that many BHs at z ≥ 2 are accreting as
fficiently as permitted by our accretion algorithm (see Section 2
or details). One intriguing possibility is that BHs in NEWHORIZON

re undermassive at low redshift because accretion is capped at
he Eddington limit at high redshift. Even brief super-Eddington
pisodes could give BHs an early mass boost (Regan et al. 2018 )
hat could influence their evolution later, although Massonneau et al.
 2023 ) have shown that super-Eddington accretion actually reduced
he o v erall gro wth of BHs in massi ve compact galaxies. 

By z < 1, the peak in the luminosity function around
0 41 –10 42 ergs −1 has disappeared. At this redshift, the luminosity
unction at L bol < 10 41 erg s −1 is still almost entirely due to BHs in
warf galaxies, while BHs in massive galaxies dominate at higher
uminosity. By z = 0.25, BHs in massive galaxies dominate as far
own the luminosity function as 10 37 erg s −1 , with only a small
ontribution from BHs in dwarf galaxies in this luminosity range due
o brief peaks of AGN activity (see Fig. 6 ). At all redshifts, the bright
nd (L bol > 10 41 erg s −1 ) of the luminosity function is generally
ower than the values by Shen et al. ( 2020 ) but in good agreement
ith observations by Hopkins et al. ( 2007 ), with the exception of z =
.25 where NEWHORIZON underpredicts the luminosity function for
 < 10 43 erg s −1 . This most likely simply reflects the fact that there
re no o v ermassiv e BHs in NEWHORIZON and many galaxies host
ndermassive BHs (see Fig. 2 ). We note that given that NEWHORIZON

s a zoom simulation, luminosity functions should be treated with
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Figure 6. BH bolometric luminosity versus BH mass for all main BHs in dwarf galaxies, i.e. with stellar mass below M dwarf = 3 × 10 9 M �. Points are coloured 
by the distance between the BH and the centre of the host galaxy. Mean luminosities o v er ±�t = 100 Myr are shown for all redshifts (crosses), with BHs with 
mean L bol < 10 35 erg s −1 plotted at 10 35 erg s −1 as upper limits. For z ≤ 1, peak luminosities o v er the same � t are also shown (dots). Constant Eddington 
fractions f Edd are shown as black lines. 
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aution as we do not have a statistically significant sample of
assive galaxies, and their SMBH. As the low-luminosity end of 

he luminosity function could be populated by both highly accreting 
MBHs and inefficiently accreting SMBHs, the absence of SMBHs 
n the sample will be felt across the whole luminosity function. 

.5 AGN fractions 

o assess the detectability of our AGN, we also compute the X-ray
uminosity of the host galaxy from both X-ray binaries (XRBs) and 
ot gas. For XRBs, we compute the total X-ray luminosity L XRB by
dding the contributions from soft (0 . 5 –2 keV) and hard (2 –10 keV)
-rays according to the redshift dependent relation from Lehmer 

t al. ( 2016 ). For X-ray emission from hot g as L gas in the host g alaxy,
e compute the emission in the soft X-ray band using the relation

rom Mineo, Gilfanov & Sunyaev ( 2012 ), and extrapolate to the hard
-ray band assuming a photon index of � = 3 following Mezcua et al.

 2018 ). The total X-ray luminosity of the host galaxy is L Xray, gal =
 XRB + L gas . A system is considered observable for a given luminosity
ut L cut if L Xray, BH + L Xray, gal > L cut , and detectable as an AGN if also
 Xray, BH > 2 L Xray, gal following Birchall et al. ( 2020 ). The resulting
istribution of L Xray, gal versus L Xray, BH can be seen in Fig. 8 for
ifferent redshifts. 
For the BH X-ray luminosity, we calculate the 0 . 5 –10 keV

uminosity using the bolometric correction from Shen et al. ( 2020 ).
or each galaxy, the BH X-ray luminosity L Xray, BH is the sum of

he instantaneous X-ray luminosities of all BHs associated with that 
alaxy, and is, hence, the sum of the galaxy’s main BH as well as its
econdary BHs. L Xray, BH is therefore the BH luminosity that would 
e observed using a telescope with insufficient angular resolution 
o separate individual BHs in the galaxy . Typically , L Xray, BH is
ominated by the main BH. This is partially because not every galaxy
ven has a secondary BH (see the discussion on BH multiplicity in
ection 3.2 ) and because main BHs are much more active: main
H are 2 ( z ≥ 1) to 4 ( z = 0.25) times more likely to appear on
ig. 8 , i.e. to have an instantaneous X-ray luminosity in excess of
MNRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
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Figure 7. Bolometric BH luminosity functions with Poisson error bars for the full sample of galaxies (solid) and dwarf galaxies (dashed). At z > 3, all galaxies 
are dwarf galaxies so only one line is shown for clarity. Luminosities shown are derived from a stacked sample within ±100 Myr of the target redshift. Shaded 
regions show fits to observational luminosity functions by Hopkins, Richards & Hernquist ( 2007 ) (H07) and Shen et al. ( 2020 ) (S20) for comparison. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of X-ray luminosity of BHs versus that of their host galaxies using the mean BH luminosity (left z = 3&2, right z = 1&0 . 25). Data 
points abo v e the dashed line are detectable as AGN, as the y hav e L Xray, BH > 2 L Xray, gal , if the combined luminosity of BH and galaxy exceeds the luminosity 
cut, i.e. if also L Xray, BH + L Xray, gal > L cut for a given L cut . 
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Figure 9. Fraction of observable AGN as a function of redshift for all 
dwarf galaxies with a total X-ray luminosity abo v e 10 39 erg s −1 (blue) 
and 10 37 erg s −1 (grey). Solid lines use the instantaneous L xray, BH , while 
dotted lines use the peak L xray, BH within �t ± 100 Myr. Coloured markers 
sho w observ ational data measured at z < 0.25 by Birchall et al. ( 2020 ), for 
luminosity cuts of > 10 39 erg s −1 . 
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he solar luminosity 10 34 erg s −1 than secondary BHs. As a result,
nly 5 per cent ( z = 0.3) to 11 per cent ( z = 0.25) of galaxies have
econdary BHs that contribute more than 20 per cent to L Xray, BH . 

The number of BHs that meet the Birchall et al. ( 2020 ) criterion
ecreases strongly with redshift: while there are plenty of BHs 
dentifiable as AGN at z ≥ 2, there are no BHs in dwarf galaxies
t z = 0.25 that would be recognizable as AGN using the Birchall
t al. ( 2020 ) requirement (dashed line), no matter the luminosity
ut. This would remain true in even the most optimistic case if we
onsidered the peak BH luminosity within a �t ± 100 Myr window 

round the target redshift (not shown on the plot). 
As a result, the fraction of AGN in dwarf galaxies drops strongly

ith decreasing redshift, as can be seen in Fig. 9 , from f AGN ∼
7 per cent at z = 3 to f AGN = 0 per cent at z = 0.25 using the
nstantaneous X-ray BH luminosity L BH, xray and a luminosity cut of 
 cut > 10 39 erg s −1 . This is in line with previous simulation results
y Barai & de Gouveia Dal Pino ( 2019 ) and Koudmani et al. ( 2021 ),
ho both showed that AGN activity in dwarf galaxies is significantly 
igher at high redshift. Like in NEWHORIZON , there are no remaining
ctive BHs in dwarf galaxies in the FABLE simulations at z ≤
.25 (Koudmani et al. 2021 ). This disagrees with observations from
irchall et al. ( 2020 ), who report an AGN fraction of 4 per cent at z
 0.25. We note that the observed AGN fractions in dwarf galaxies

n literature vary strongly depending on how an AGN is defined and
ow the X-ray luminosity of the host galaxy is accounted for. As a
esult, some X-ray surv e ys find values as high as 30 per cent (Zhang
t al. 2009 ; She, Ho & Feng 2017 ). Here, we restrict the comparison
o Birchall et al. ( 2020 ) as we have designed our AGN observability
riteria to reflect theirs. 

AGN fractions depend strongly on the luminosity cut, as can be 
een by comparing the 10 39 ergs −1 to the even more optimistic 
0 37 ergs −1 , which sho ws lo wer f AGN at all redshifts probed here.
his is due to the fact that with increasing luminosity cut, the
umber of AGN in the sample increases but the number of galaxies
ncreases even faster. A direct comparison to observations of this 
edshift evolution is difficult as observing AGN with luminosity cuts 
s low as 10 39 erg s −1 , let alone the lower cut of 10 37 erg s −1 , is
urrently only possible at very low redshift. Instead, observations 
f the redshift evolution of f AGN such as those presented in Mezcua
t al. ( 2018 ) use luminosity cuts of the order of 10 40 . 5 erg s −1 , which
o BH in dwarf galaxies achieve in NEWHORIZON , even at z = 3.
t such higher luminosity cuts, observations show a predominantly 
at evolution of the AGN fraction with decreasing redshift at z < 1
MNRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
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Mezcua et al. 2018 ; Birchall et al. 2020 ), which suggests that current
imulations o v erquench AGN. This hypothesis is further supported
y the fact that there are no bright AGN at all in NEWHORIZON . This
onclusion assumes that AGN are observed at their instantaneous
uminosity at z = 0.25. If we make the generous assumption that
GN activity leaves an observable signal that persists for longer

han the AGN outburst itself, and that we can therefore observe AGN
t their peak activity within a �t = 100 Myr window (similar to
he analysis in Fig. 7 ) then two potential AGN do appear in the
ample at z = 0.25. This raises the observable AGN fraction to
 AGN = 1 . 5 per cent . Despite this being a generous assumption, the
esulting AGN fraction still lies below the observed fraction of 4
er cent by Birchall et al. ( 2020 ). We also caution that this assumes
hat the observable AGN signal does not fade at all for up 100 Myr
fter the outburst has ended, and therefore represents an upper limit.

Overall, we conclude that mass growth for BH with seed masses of
0 4 M � in NEWHORIZON is stifled below observed limits, particularly
t low redshift. The time window for efficient BH growth is too
hort for BHs to compensate for the lack of earlier growth at the
eed mass. This could suggest that BHs seeds in dwarf galaxies
re formed as massive seed BHs ( > 10 4 M �), or that current SN
rescriptions are too strong to allow for the observed BH growth.
ther potential numerical effects, besides SN prescriptions, that
ight lead to the observed overquenching, is an overestimated AGN

eedback ef ficiency. Ho we ver, it is not as simple as simply decreasing
he SN feedback strength, as doing so will o v erpredict the stellar-to-
alo mass relation, which for NEWHORIZON is already at the upper
nd of empirical constraints. Instead, it might be more a question
f where SN energy is deposited, how turbulence is injected in the
nterstellar medium and how SN and possibly AGN feedback can
ontinue to regulate the galaxy mass content without o v erquenching
MBHs in dwarf galaxies (see Koudmani et al. 2022 , for a detailed
nvestigation of the impact of SN feedback strength on IMBH growth
n dwarf galaxies). Alternatively, the lack of BH growth could be a
ign of other rele v ant missing physics, such as the suppression of
ooling from cosmic rays which have been shown to suppress the
tar formation rate (SFR), and resulting SN injection rate, by a factor
f 2–3 (Dashyan & Dubois 2020 ). 

.6 Distribution of black holes in dwarf galaxies 

o gro w ef ficiently, BHs must be able to tap into an abundant local
upply of cold gas. The lack of growth for BHs in NEWHORIZON

ould therefore be due to one of tw o reasons: either dw arf galaxies in
EWHORIZON are cold gas poor, or BHs are not located where the cold
as is. As can be seen by the colour-coding of data points in Fig. 6 ,
he location of BHs certainly plays a role in their decreased activity:
f ficiently gro wing BHs are on av erage v ery close to the centre of
heir host galaxies, while the ability to accrete of those further out
rops markedly. The distribution of BHs from the centre of their host
alaxy evolves with redshift, as can be seen qualitatively in Fig. 6
nd more quantitatively in Fig. 10 . The sample of BHs plotted in
ig. 10 separately analyses the distribution of main and secondary
Hs, unlike Fig. 8 which only shows main BHs. At all redshifts,
ain BHs dominate the sample, with 86 per cent of BHs at z = 3

lassified as ‘main’ which decreases to 62 per cent at z = 0.25. 
In general, main BHs are closer to the centre of their host galaxy

han secondary BHs, as can be seen in Fig. 10 . We note that main
Hs being closer to the centre of their host galaxy is not by design
s the ‘main’ BH of a galaxy is not selected to be the one located
losest to the centre of the galaxy. Instead, it is defined to be the most
NRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
assive BH that meets the criterion of being identified with a given
alaxy (see Section 2.1 for more details). 

Both main BHs and secondary BHs become less centrally located
 v er time. The median distance of BHs to the centre of their galaxy
ncreases from 0 . 68 kpc at z = 3 to 2 . 96 kpc at z = 0.25 for main BHs,
nd from 1 . 48 kpc at z = 3 to 4 . 55 kpc at z = 0.25 for secondary
Hs. This increase in separation between galaxy centre and BH

or both main and secondary BH is partially due to the increased
ize of galaxies at low redshift but not e xclusiv ely. Accounting for
he increase in average galaxy size, here measured by the galaxies’
f fecti ve radius r eff with decreasing redshift, the median distance still
ncreases from 1.0 r eff at z = 3 to 1.3 r eff at z = 0.25 for main BHs.

e therefore conclude that main BHs struggle to remain attached
o the centre of their host galaxy for long periods of time, and both
ain and secondary BH become less central o v er time. As will be

iscussed in detail in a companion publication entirely focused on the
ynamics of BHs in NEWHORIZON (Beckmann, Volonteri & Dubois,
n preparation), BHs predominantly become displaced from their
alactic centre during galaxy mergers. Dynamical time-scales for
uch low mass BHs are extremely long, BHs struggle to settle back
nto galactic centres following such disturbances. 

As can be seen in Fig. 11 , it is predominantly low-mass BHs in low-
ass galaxies which struggle to remain attached to the centre. While
Hs close to the centre of their host galaxy exist at all BH and galaxy
asses, it is only abo v e a threshold BH mass ( M BH � 10 5 M �) and
 threshold host galaxy mass ( M star � 10 10 M �) that main BH can
e reliably found in the centre of the galaxy. 
From previous work, BHs in galaxies that are not located in the

entre of galaxies is not une xpected. Bello vary et al. ( 2021 ) found
hat BHs in dwarf galaxies are frequently displaced from the centre of
heir host galaxy following galaxy mergers, and Sharma et al. ( 2022 )
eport that a significant fraction of their BHs in dwarf galaxies are off-
entre. Observationally, there is also evidence for the fact that BHs in
w arf galaxies w ander. Observationally, Reines et al. ( 2019 ) reported
hat the majority of their radio-selected AGN in dwarf galaxies are
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Figure 11. Log-normalized distribution φ of the distance between main BHs 
and the centre of their host galaxies, d BH as a function of the host galaxy mass 
M star (left) and BH mass M BH (right) for a stacked sample of all BHs at z = 

3, 2, 1, and 0.25. 
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ff-centre with respect to the host galaxy. Part of this is due to the
 act that dw arf galaxies frequently show disturbed morphologies, so
here is no clear ‘centre’ for BHs to be located in. Ho we ver, the
isplacement of BHs in dwarf galaxies goes beyond this effect, as
he fraction of disturbed morphologies in dwarf galaxies falls with 
ecreasing redshift (in NEWHORIZON , from 20 per cent at z = 3 to
 per cent at z = 1, see Martin et al. 2020 ), while the mean distance
f main and secondary BHs to the centre of the galaxy increases with
ecreasing redshift. 
By z = 0.25, only 27 per cent of main BHs (and 30 per cent of

ll BHs) remain within 1 kpc of the centre, which is lower than
n previous studies of BHs in dwarf galaxies such as Sharma et al.
 2022 ). This is through a mix of BHs being displaced by galaxy
ergers (Bellovary et al. 2021 ) but most likely also a consequence of

EWHORIZON lower BH seed mass, as dynamical time-scales for BHs 
o settle back to galactic centres is directly proportional to the mass of
he BH (Pfister et al. 2019 ), and lower-mass BHs struggle more than
igher mass BHs to sink back to the centre (Bellovary et al. 2021 ; Ma
t al. 2021 ) (see also Fig. 11 ). In NEWHORIZON , BH might additionally
e prone to wandering as their seed mass of M BH , 0 = 10 4 M � is close
o the stellar mass resolution of 1 . 3 × 10 4 M � of NEWHORIZON ,
hich induces stochastic effects in their orbits. Additionally, we do 
ot analytically model the unresolved dynamical friction from star 
nd DM particles, which has been shown to play a strong role in
llowing BHs to sink to the centre of galaxies (Pfister et al. 2019 ;
hen et al. 2021 ), and the dynamical friction from gas becomes

ess efficient at increased resolution due to instabilities in the w ak e
Beckmann, Slyz & Devriendt 2018 ) and the turbulent nature of the
as (Lescaudron et al. 2022 ). 

.7 Discussion 

ne of the clear tak e-aw ays of the results presented here is how
trongly observational signatures of IMBHs at low redshift are 
nfluenced by the BH dynamics, which has significant consequences 
n both the M BH –M star and observability of IMBHs at low redshift.
s can be seen in Fig. 7 , the radial distance of BHs from the centre of

heir host galaxy is anticorrelated with the accretion efficiency, and 
herefore regulates the long-term mass evolution: In NEWHORIZON , 
Hs struggle to grow until the gain masses of ∼ 5 × 10 5 M �, at
hich point BHs sink efficiently to the centre of galaxies (see Fig. 11 )

nd grow onto the observed correlations (see Fig. 2 ). This causes
 clear break in the M BH –M star relation, which is not reported in
ther works on IMBHs in dwarf galaxies that either force the BH
o remain attached to the centres of galaxies (Barai & de Gouveia
al Pino 2019 ), or do not study the low-mass regime by using a
igh seed masses (e.g. Sharma et al. 2022 , who use a seed mass
f 10 6 M �). Both works note that their lack of dynamics and high
eed mass respectively mean their results are likely an upper limit
n IMBH growth in dwarf galaxies. By the same argument, the
andering of BHs in NEWHORIZON means our results likely present 
 lower limit on the growth of IMBHs in dwarf galaxies. In this
ontext, it is interesting to note that Koudmani et al. ( 2019 ), who use
 lower seed mass of 10 5 M � as well as a repositioning scheme also
eport some evidence for flattening of the M BH –M star relation. Like
EWHORIZON , they also underpredict observed X-ray AGN fractions 
t low redshift (see Fig. 9 ), despite the repositioning scheme that
orces their IMBHs into galactic centres. Overall, this shows that 
MBHs in dwarf galaxies are extremely sensitive probes of BH and
alaxy coevolution, and that the dynamics of the BHs lie at the heart
f when and how IMBHs and dwarf galaxies coevolve. 
This points to a big open problem in the field: if low-mass BHs

truggle to remain attached to the centres of galaxies, and not being
ttached to the centres of galaxies means BHs struggle to gro w, ho w
an we explain the observ ed, activ e IMBHs in dwarf galaxies? Either
here is something that is fundamentally missing in our understanding 
or numerical modelling) of BH dynamics, or all seed BHs must be
uf ficiently massi ve to a v oid such dynamical difficulties. We will
urther explore the dynamics of both main and secondary BHs in
EWHORIZON galaxies, and its impact on long-term IMBH mass 
rowth, in detail in an upcoming companion paper Beckmann et al.
in preparation). 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we studied the evolution of BHs in dwarf galaxies in
he NEWHORIZON large-volume zoom simulation. We found that 

(i) BHs do not start growing efficiently until their host galaxy 
eaves the dwarf galaxy regime (i.e. when M star > 3 × 10 9 M �. As
 result, most BHs in dwarf galaxies remain near their seed mass
or long periods of time) here, M BH , 0 = 10 4 M �. There is a weak
rend for BHs in more massive dwarf galaxies to grow more through
ccretion than in low-mass dwarfs. 

(ii) Occupation fractions of BHs in dwarf galaxies remain high and 
how little evolution with redshift. The fraction of galaxies hosting 
ultiple BHs increases strongly with host galaxy stellar mass and 

eaches unity as galaxies become massive. 
(iii) BHs grow much more actively at high redshift ( z ≥ 2), where

here is a significant number of objects that ha ve time-a veraged high
ddingtion ratios. At low redshift ( ≤1), average Eddington ratios fall
ery low but brief bursts of higher activity remain common. These
ursts are too infrequent to contribute significant mass growth to the
H, but do make BHs intermittently observable. 
(iv) When looking at the X-ray luminosity of BHs and their host

alaxies, most BHs are insufficiently luminous to outshine their host 
ven at high redshift. This means that even at high redshift ( z =
), the fraction of dwarf galaxies that host an AGN that can be
etected abo v e an optimistic luminosity threshold of 10 39 ergs −1 is
nly ∼17 per cent. 
(v) At lower redshift, the fraction of AGN for a given X-ray

uminosity cut decreases, with no observable AGN remaining at 
 ∼ 0.25. 

(vi) Due to their low seed mass, BHs in NEWHORIZON struggle to
emain attached to the centres of their host galaxies, with the average
istance between BHs and galaxy centre increasing from 0.68 kpc at
 = 3 to 2.96 kpc at z = 0.25. BHs in massive galaxies sink efficiently
o the centre. 
MNRAS 523, 5610–5623 (2023) 
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Overall, the evolution of the BH population in NEWHORIZON shows
hat the lower seed mass exacerbates many of the processes that
imit BH gro wth. Pre vious simulation work with higher seed mass
hould consequently be seen as an upper limit to how much BHs in
warf galaxies can grow given our current model of BH dynamics,
H accretion and SN feedback. As such, dwarf galaxies remain a
romising laboratory to constrain stellar feedback and BH physics. 
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Figure A1. Fraction of haloes that contain at least one BH [top] and average 
number of BHs per halo[bottom] as a function of halo mass M halo . Solid lines 
on the top panel denote a fit of equation ( 3 ), with free parameters at each 
redshift listed in Table A1 . Dashed lines connect data points. Error bars show 

Poisson errors. 

Table A1. Fitting parameters for f occ from equa- 
tion ( 3 ) as a function of halo mass M halo . Fits are 
shown in the top panel of Fig. A1 as solid lines. 

z α M 

′ 
ε

z = 0.25 0.93 9.65 9.98 
z = 1 0.61 10.36 28.45 
z = 2 0.67 10.31 21.25 
z = 3 0.48 10.5 36.2 
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PPENDIX  A :  H A L O  O C C U PAT I O N  

R AC T I O N S  

ig. A1 shows the halo occupation fraction and the average number 
f BHs per halo. The analysis shown here is equivalent to that for
alaxies in Section 3.2 , but as a function of DM halo mass rather
han galaxy stellar mass. As before, occupation fractions are fit with 
 function of the form of equation ( 3 ) where M is now the DM halo
ass M halo , with fitting parameters shown in Table A1 . 
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